to Ju n e 1995. Barrett L D o rk o 's e-m ail ad d ress is bldorko@aol.com and his new website on the Internet is http:llqin.comldorko ■ Book Review by Pamela K Hansford Barrett I Dorko, a physical therapist in practice in Ohio, is a clinician with a passion for sound scientific reasoning, a teacher who focuses on iearningand a writer with a poelicand metaphorical bias. This recently published book oflers the reader a challenging compilation of his brief, thoughtful and provocative essays, many of which originally appealed in "From Dorko's Desk", a column run regularly in FT Forum (1979) explores epistemology, discussing how organisms, or aggregates of organisms, know, think and decide. Philosophi cally he explores the limits and other characteristics of these processes, centring on quality by quoting lung w ho said break the pattern which connects the items of learning and you necessarily destroy all quality. Bateson explains that metaphor provides the pattern which connects and this of course is the strength of Barrett's writing. He is an experienced practitioner who was senior clinician at the Atlanta Back Clinic, between graduating in 1973 and establishing a private practice in 1979.
By linking literature and poetry with practice of therapy and personal experience, he develops his holistic approai h to ther apy. He sees the body as metaphor for its own inner process, a means of expression (very often for what it most wants to hide) and the interface or point of connection betw een patient and therapist. I Ie invites us to explore the patient-therapist relationship for ourselves, particularly with regard to how the therapist too changes in the course of the interaction.
Barrett savs of his patients that he would prefer that "they use me as a resource who helps them understand that the solution to their problems lies within themselves" Barrett recognises that people heal from within and that our job as therapists is to rev eal and disclose, rather than impose. To do this we need to get people into the position where thev teel safe with our touch. Safe enough to allow the pain of their lives to rise to the surface so that by gentling oursolv es and follow ing their lead, wecan enable them to reveal their pain and their needs, and we in turn can enable them to find and develop their own corrective movement. We need to learn to tollow in order to learn how to lead.
The effect overall is a display of intellect and compassion, as Barrett contemplates his practice as clinician and teacher, and reflects on this. I Ie invites us as th e r a p is ts in turn to reflect on our own practice. I have shown this book to many people since I received it in August. Therapists in Cape Town and Johannesburg, therapists from Africa and from Furope partici pating in the recent WCPT-Africa Regional Conference in Harare and others who have had dealings with therapists have responded with enthusiasm. One therapist described the way in which these brief essays invite connections with our own daily experience by commenting that when vou read an essay, it stays with vou all dav I discovered Barrett's writing by responding to his offer on the physio@mailbase.ac.uk list to send material to anyone interested in using poetics with physiotherapy. When I re ceived this book it opened up at The Vase, in which we are asked to imagine that we are each hold ing a vase of great v alue in our hands and being paid for being entirely responsible for caring for it. Barrett feels that although the role of a physical therapist should include an appreciation of the bodv that is reflected in the wav that we hold it, most patients come to us fearful of being poked, prodded and painfully bent because 
